
ROCKFORD SPORTSMAN’S CLUB  
CMP JANUARY SNIPER FUN SHOOT 

The RCS CMP group will host a Special Sniper Fun Shoot on January 23, 2016. 
The Fun Shoot will commence at 1000 hours on the RCS 200 yard range.  Format, 
classing and special rules are as follows: 

Format:  A relay will consist of four (4) shots for score at 200 yds. (Because we are 
emphasizing “cold bore” shooting, NO PRELIMINARY SIGHTER ROUNDS MAY BE 
FIRED.)  A shooter may enter multiple relays. One shot will be made on each of four 
(4) targets. Shooters will have 3 minutes to make their four (4) shots.  All shots will 
be from prone position with or without rest, ie., bipod, sand bag, improvised rest or 
tripod rest. 

Classing:  HB class – Shooters entering a relay with a Heavy barrel/Varmint/Tactical 
rifle (including heavy “Bull” barreled AR-15’s will be classed as HB. A AR-15 will be 
considered “heavy barreled” if the barrel measures more than .750” immediately in 
front of the gas block/front sight. 

SB Class – Shooters entering a relay with a Standard Barrel/Sporter/Military rifle will 
be classed as SB. 

Rifle: Shooters may enter a relay with a rifle of any action type, any caliber 
(including rimfire), with or without telescopic sights. Please, no full benchrest rifles 
or centerfire magnum calibers. Acceptability and/or Classification of any equipment 
will be determined by the Match Director. 

Scopes: limited to maximum of 10 power. 

Targets:  HB will shoot a target with a 1 MOA bull. (~2” dia) 

      SB will shoot a target with a 2 MOA bull. (~4” dia) 

Scoring will be as noted on targets. Targets shall be shot in numerical order.  Target 
one (1), first shot, is scored higher than shots 2 – 4.  A premium is granted for the 
cold bore shot. 

(Sample targets for each class are attached.) 

Ties will be cleared by shoot off. If a second shoot off is required the target scoring 
will be changed to require that a bullet hole, to be scored as a center shot, must not 
touch the line. 

Fees:  Each relay entry fee is $4.00.  $1.00 of each relay entry fee will be paid out to 
the winner of that relay.  Additionally, each shooter may pay an additional $1.00 per 



relay, which will be accumulated separately and paid out to the shooter with the 
highest cumulative score in their respective class. 

Special Rules and Safety:  All activities on the range will be under the supervision 
and control of a Range Officer.  The Range Officer will conduct a safety briefing 
prior to beginning the first relay of the day and at such other times as is deemed 
appropriate. 

Any accidental or intentional discharge striking within 25 yards of the firing line, 
striking the overhead baffles or passing over the berm will result in disqualification 
from the match. 

Rifles must remain cased until the shooter’s relay is called to the firing line.  A 
chamber flag must be inserted whenever an rifle is removed from it’s case, whether 
racked or on the firing line, and may be removed only as directed by the Range 
Officer.  


